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In Review: BERLIN

By Goldmann, A J

BERLIN Komische Oper Berlin offered a showy opening
to its season on September 20 with a chaotic new

Rigoletto staged by Australian director Barrie Kosky, a
favorire of the house. This is the fifth Komische

production for Kosky, who is set to take over from
Andreas Homoki as the house's intendant in 2012.

Kosky s staging - full of devices drawn from magic

shows and circuses - was unrelentingly grim and
savage, imbued with an almost unbearable amount of

menace and suffocating horror. Kosky seemed
interested in exploring questions of duplicity, artifice

and trickery, but to no apparent end. The Duke sang
"La donna e mobile" while sawing Maddalena in two.

Characters entered and exited via Houdini-sryle containers and rrap doors, such as the coftin-like box
where Rigoletto kept Gilda locked up and, in the final scene, the small trunk from which she emerged,

looking like Sissy Spacek in Carrie. But these attention-grabbing elements did not add up to a coherent
presentation of this thrilling musical drama: Kosky seemed less concerned with advancing the plot than

with rendering everyone - with the exception of Gilda - thoroughly disi i kable.

Most compelling were the costumes, which included a variety of large papiermache heads, menacing clown
outfits, monkey masks, naked tat suits and apparel from the closet of a 1970s porn film. The lighting jerked

from rhe starkly theatrical to the garish. As in his productions here of Le Nozze di Figaro and Iphigenie
aufTauris, Kosky inserted little interludes between Rigoletto scenes, accompanied by onstage noise or

canned music. Ar rhe beginning ot rhe firsr act, we were presented wirh a cruel debauch wherein the Duke
stripped and humiliated a young victim, aided by a clown-like midget with a penchant for removing

underwear.

The real main event of the evening, however, was the Berlin debut of soprano Julia Novikova, who in
August won first place in Placido Domingo's Operalia competition. Novikova was everything that one would

want in a Gilda. Her voice sounded soft and buttery, and she sang with amazing purity and transparency.
She exhibited impressive control of her voice as she twirled around during her opening scene and lay

supine during a delicately legato "Caro nome."

Baritone Bruno Caproni was near dynamite as the crippled jester, singing with balanced texture and darkly
lacquered tones and creating an affecting father figure to Novikova's Gilda. That said, he faltered at a few

key moments, such as his final cry of anguish in Act I.

The one weak link in die cast was the Mexican tenor Hector Sandoval as the Duke of Mantua. His voice was
pleasant enough, but his phrases were poorly sculpted and his pitch often wobbly. He rarely attacked notes

convincingly and was frequently underpowered. He also hammed up the Duke's two show-stopping arias in
a manner befitting an oldtime matinee idol.

Bass Dimitry Ivashchenko sang both Sparafucile and Monterone with impressive command, moving

convincingly from near-biblical fury to gleeful menace. Komische stalwart Christiane Oertel proved her
phenomenal versatility in four separate roles: Countess Ceprano, Giovanna, the Page and Maddalena.

The new German translation by Bettina Bartz and Werner Hintze was highly admirable, especially when one
considers the difficulty of creating a satisfactory version of a text so universally familiar in Italian. Not

surprisingly, "La donna e mobile" was sung in the original language.

Conductor Patrick Lange had a tendency to exaggerate tempo changes. In the short prelude, the winds
played a bit too forcefully and the brass sounded somewhat overexposed as they blared out the "curse"

motif. But all in all, the orchestra of the KOB did admirable work and provided far more dramatic tension
and suspense than Kosky's incoherent staging.

The Kosky Rigoletto is also the first production to use the subtitle console system that makes the KOB the

first opera company in Berlin to offer individual captioning. (A similar plan exists for the Sraatsoper, which
is scheduled to undergo a complete overhaul beginning next season.) While these technological advances

are always welcome, the Komische may benefit more than most from multi- lingual subtitles, as the
house's tradition to perform all works only in German (without any subtitles whatsoever) can seem less

than desirable to foreign tourists. The consoles are located curiously low down on the back of the seat in
front of you; I was glad to discover that the visibility is quite good, even if you need to tilt your head down

slighdv to read them.

A. J. GOLDMANN
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